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Abstract
Conducting dendrochronological research over the Atlantic Provinces since 2003, the
Mount Allison Dendrochronology (MAD) Lab has identified a number of forested sites in
New Brunswick worthy of protection. This tree‐ring focused research has resulted in
scientific analysis producing in‐depth knowledge of forest age class while observing other
points of interest along the way. From a unique perspective, MAD Lab crew members
frequently assess suitability for sampling by examining physical tree characteristics often
absent in other forest research studies. The eight sites proposed here fall into two
categories; priority one sites illustrating advanced age class and rare characteristics we
believe deserve immediate protection, and priority two sites which have demonstrated
advanced age class and are at risk of being removed from the landscape.
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Introduction
This report was prepared for the New Brunswick Department of Natural Resources,
Protected Natural Areas Unit, as a response to the request for identification of sites with
high biodiversity value on New Brunswick crown land. The request outlined the need for
“on‐the‐ground knowledge” of New Brunswick forests in an upcoming gap analysis.
The Mount Allison Dendrochronology (MAD) Laboratory has been active in
biogeography related research throughout New Brunswick since 2003. One of our primary
goals is to collect tree‐ring samples to archive radial growth curves of various tree species
across large and varied geographical space. In this endeavour we visit and sample many
forest sites across the province. Although our main objective does not involve the
cataloguing of biodiversity, we are focused on identifying and sampling the oldest
specimens of trees available. Many of the sites we have identified can be considered diverse
in a range of biological organisms and can be characterized as “old‐growth” forests.
However, our criteria for site detection involves many physical tree attributes that are often
missed in other site assessment procedures, which can result in the identification of “old‐
growth” areas previously overlooked.
From a unique perspective within the New Brunswick forest research field, we have
identified sites of interest that currently have no form of protection for inclusion in the
current gap analysis based on two levels of priority. These sites have been, or are currently
undergoing, an analysis using dendrochronological techniques on one or more of the tree
species growing in the area. This report will identify numerous sites, relate each site to the
criteria outlined by the PNA unit, generally describe the conditions found at each site, and
offer tree ages in relation to comparably forested sites.
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First Priority Site Identifications
New Brunswick’s Oldest White Pines
Site Description
The most interesting features of the site are the very old yet modestly sized white
pines (Pinus strobus) (Fig. 1). Over thirty pines are growing on rocky ridges in an otherwise
low lying wet area. Although uneven aged, the majority of white pine trees are over 200
years old, many trees are over 250 years old and several trees are estimated to be more than
350 years old. Many of these healthy trees have rot columns which have caused incomplete
age determinations to be made. By conservatively estimating the tree‐rings of the rot
columns, maximum ages have been approximated. As is suggested in the title, these white
pines are the oldest found by the MAD Lab after a province wide search conducted in the
summer of 2007. Potentially older white pines exist somewhere in the province but, until
found, these are the oldest white pines confirmed through dendrochronological analysis.
Eastern white cedar trees (Thuja occidentalis), up to 250 years old, growing in lower
wet areas around the rock ridges, make up the other component of interest in this forest
stand. The cedar trees are also afflicted with rot columns, but are otherwise healthy.
Younger uneven aged black spruce (Picea mariana) trees make up the remainder of the tree
population here. Despite harbouring the oldest known white pines in the province, this site
is not free of human disturbance. Evidence of past cutting in and around parts of this site is
obvious (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Increment bore sampling of old‐growth white pine (Photo credit: Nicole d'Entremont).
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Figure 2. Evidence of old logging road with old‐growth white pine (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Geographic Position
This site is located adjacent to Route 180 near the head waters of the Southeast
Upsalquitch River in central northern New Brunswick. It can be found just west of where
the outflow from Upsalquitch lake crosses the provincial highway (Fig. 3). At 275m
elevation, this relatively low lying site shelters comparatively uncommon white pine in an
exceptionally old condition. This forest stand occurs on the border between the
Upsalquitch and Gangong Ecodistricts of the Northern Uplands and Highlands Ecoregions.
Coordinates leading to the road side access are:
•

47° 32' 7.9"N, 66° 30' 44.8"W

Figure 3. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).
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Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for the protection of this site is simple; these are the oldest known
white pines in New Brunswick. It is extremely rare that a species that has been so
diminished across the landscape is able to reach ages over 200 years, let alone 350 years,
and remain in a healthy condition. This site meets the following two criteria:
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.

Jacket River Talus Slope
Site Description
This biologically diverse site occurs on a steep talus slope with a number of special
interest inhabitants. The most conspicuous organisms at this site are the dominant red and
white pines (Pinus resinosa) (Fig. 4). These pines are fire scared on the upslope or northern
side but are otherwise healthy. Ages of the pines range from 80 to over 250 years old while
many younger trees grow in the understory. A majority of Acadian Forest tree species exist
in the understory including multiple species of maple (Acer), birch (Betula), aspen (Populus),
and spruce (Picea) as well as beech (Fagus grandifolia), eastern white cedar, balsam fir (Abies
balsamia) and possibly others. Many species of shrubs and other understory plants are also
present. Where the talus is exposed to the atmosphere, a thick bed of lichens proliferates
(Fig. 5). Toward the crest of the slope were several large pine drops (Pterospora
andromedea )(Fig. 6).
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Figure 4. White pine trunk of 250+ year old tree (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Figure 5. Lichen bed growing on the talus slope (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Figure 6. Endangered pine drops (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Geographic Position
This site is located on a south facing slope across the Jacket River on the north side of
the existent protected area (Fig. 7). The location of this area is very near the borders of the
Tjigog and Nicolas Denys Ecodistricts of the Northern Uplands Ecoregion. The talus slope is
directly opposite from the outlet of Elf’s Gulch into Jacket River. The base of the slope
begins at approximately 50m and climbs to an elevation of roughly 150m. Entering through
the community of Sunnyside on the Archibald Road and following a wood road the top of
the site can be accessed at:
•

47° 49' 44.8"N, 66° 02' 58.0"W

Figure 7. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).
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Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for protection at this site is multi‐faceted. The great diversity of
organisms occurring on this talus slope makes it a unique area. The old‐growth, dominant
red and white pine trees on this nutrient poor site are rare and the presence of the
endangered pine drops furthers the case that this site deserves protection. The fact most of
the Jacket River Valley has been previously protected makes the extension of the protected
area border over this piece of inoperable crown land a logical decision. This site meets the
following four criteria:
•
•
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
Areas with high native biodiversity or species of concern.
Areas connected or adjacent to other protected land.

Canaan River Stunted Tamarack
Site Description
This bog site is typical of many bogs on the eastern lowlands of New Brunswick
except for the stunted eastern larch (Larix laricina) trees growing there. While the stand of
uneven aged trees is no more than two and a half metres in height, they reach maximum
ages of 250 years old. Although stunted, old‐growth larch and black spruce are often cited
as occurring on bogs, they are in fact quite rare. These are the oldest larch trees known to
exist in New Brunswick at this time. Unfortunately no pictures exist of the trees on this bog,
except for the Service New Brunswick orthophoto (Fig. 8).
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Larch

Figure 8. Bog containing stunted, old‐growth eastern larch trees near the Canaan River (Photo credit: Service N.B.).

Geographic Position
This bog is located near the Middle North Branch Canaan River on the south side of
the road which runs along the south eastern boundary of the existent Canaan River
Protected Area (Fig. 9). The site is located in the Castaway Ecodistrict of the Eastern
Lowlands Ecoregion. The area of the bog containing the larch trees is near the periphery at
77 metres in elevation, one metre lower than the crest of the domed bog. The old‐growth
stunted larch trees can be accessed just off the road at:
•

46°13'41.00"N, 65°12'30.10"W
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Figure 9. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).

Relation to PNA Criteria
Despite a large bog area already being under protection nearby, the rationale for
offering protection of this semi‐disturbed bog is to protect the oldest known eastern larch
trees growing in New Brunswick. They are an excellent example of stunted bog larch in a
province where peat mining is quickly consuming a non‐renewable ecosystem. Due to the
proximity of the Canaan River Protected Area, literally across the road, this area would be a
simple addition and offer the larch trees protection from potential exploitation of the bog
where they occur. This site meets the following four criteria:
•
•
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
Threatened ecosystems or community types.
Areas connected or adjacent to other protected land.
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Blackland Hemlock Grove
Site Description
At this site an uneven aged, regenerating stand of dominant eastern hemlock (Tsuga
canadensis) grows (Fig. 10). Other species such as red maple (Acer rubrum), striped maple
(Acer pensylvanicum), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), beech, fir, spruce and cedar grow
mainly as understory trees. Many of the mature hemlock trees reach over 200 years old and
some of these trees are over 300 years old (Fig. 11).

Figure 10. Young hemlock regeneration at the Blackland hemlock stand (Photo credit: Ben Phillips)
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Figure 11. Approximate 75 cm dbh, 300 year old hemlock at the Blackland hemlock stand (Photo credit: Ben Phillips)
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Geographic Position
This hemlock stand borders the south side of Route 11 between Charlo and Benjamin
River (Fig. 12). This location is situated within the Nicolas Denys Ecodistrict of the Northern
Uplands Ecoregion. The site is relatively flat and sits at approximately 80 metres elevation.
The area in question is sandwiched between the highway to the north and transmission lines
to the south. Site identification was initiated through the forest inventory database. Access
can be gained from the highway at:
•

47° 57' 11.6"N, 66° 13' 37.3"W

Figure 12. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).

Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for this site is based on complex factors. Near the northern range limit
of eastern hemlock the species becomes sporadic on the landscape. In northern New
Brunswick, hemlock has only been identified in two stands in the area from Bathurst to the
Restigouche River. The rarity and age of these hemlocks makes them unique in this part of
the province. These factors make this stand very important when considering climate
change. As the climate warms it is suggested the hemlock range will expand to the north
(McKenney et al. 2007). That makes this stand extremely important as a seed source and
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node of dispersal. These hemlocks have been lucky once by avoiding damage due to the
nearby blasting during the construction of highway 11. If cutting or some other disturbance
were to remove these trees, the natural expansion of hemlock in this area of the province
could be set back by decades or centuries considering only one other non‐assessed,
unprotected stand of hemlocks exists in northern New Brunswick. The next closest
hemlocks are located south of Bathurst.
Although these hemlocks are unique and important to this area, they do not occur on
crown land. It is currently unknown who the property owner is, but the location of these
trees near a controlled access highway and a transmission line would substantially reduce
the value of the land. It is our opinion efforts should be made to acquire this land and
protect these trees. This site meets the following four criteria:
•
•
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
Ecosystems currently underrepresented in protected areas.
Areas with high native biodiversity or species of concern.

Second Priority Site Identifications
Benjamin River Upland Mixed Wood
Site Description
The Benjamin River Upland Mixed Wood site is a very representational Acadian
Forest plot. This uneven aged forest has trees at various levels of maturity but maintains
pockets and individual trees throughout the forest in old‐growth condition (Fig. 13).
Scattered sugar maple and yellow birch trees grow to 200+ years old, while red spruce grow
up to 150 years old, and cedar grow up to 250 years old (Fig. 14). Other species of trees
occur within this upland mixed forest such as beech, striped maple, white birch and balsam
fir. Some wet patches, exposed rock and dead woody debris comprise a diverse set of
conditions for various understory plants to thrive. Evidence of animal habitation exists,
mainly in the form of debarked trees. Human disturbance has been kept to a minimum and
is only evidenced by axe marks in the sugar maples (check for bird’s eye or curly maple), and
a very small number of old stumps near the periphery.
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Figure 13. Mixed wood, uneven aged forest near Benjamin River (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Figure 14. Increment boring of a 200+ year old sugar maple tree near Benjamin River (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Geographic Position
This site is located between the north and south branches of Benjamin River (Fig. 15).
Access to the site is limited due to the positioning between river branches. The area in
question borders the South Branch Benjamin River and covers a relatively flat area at
approximately 255 metres elevation. This forest was identified by forest inventory queries
for over mature sugar maple and adjacent areas have had significant cutting in the recent
past. The location of this site is within the boundaries of the Tetagouche Ecodistrict in the
Northern Uplands Ecoregion. To find this site one must travel back the Benjamin Portage
Road and cross the river heading to these coordinates near the centre of the site:
•

47°53'3.61"N, 66°16'29.24"W

Figure 15. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).
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Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for protecting this site involves the forest type and age class. This
relatively high latitude representative Acadian Forest site is near the northern limit of this
unique forest range. The northern geographic position and diversity in this forest should
make it an ecologically resilient site as climate change advances. This site meets the
following three criteria:
•
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
Areas with high native biodiversity or species of concern.

Horseshoe Ridge Maple Woods
Site Description
This site is dominated by even aged sugar maple trees approximately 185 years old
and accompanied by younger beech and yellow birch (Fig. 16). It is believed the maple trees
immediately established themselves following the Great Miramichi Fire of 1825.
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Figure 16. Sugar maple near the road on Horseshoe Ridge (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Geographic Position
Horseshoe Ridge is located in the ecodistrict of Tabusintac within the Eastern
Lowlands Ecoregion (Fig. 17). The site is positioned on a ridge top at roughly 165 metres and
the maple woods take the form of a horseshoe shape on the ridge. The sloping ridge is well
drained. An industrial forest road now cuts through the stand and provides access to it.
Entry to the site can be found along the industrial road at:
•

47°13'47.20"N, 65°43'22.90"W

Figure 17. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).

Relation to PNA Criteria
Deciduous forests composed of tolerant species are infrequent in the Eastern
Lowlands Ecoregion. The rarity of this type of forest combined with the old age of the post‐
fire regeneration make this site unique. This site meets the following two criteria:
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
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Quisibis Maple Woods
Site Description
This site is an uneven aged former maple sugar woods (Fig. 18). It is dominated by
sugar maple trees with many individuals over 200 years of age and a handful approaching
300 years of age. Minor amounts of younger beech and yellow birch constitute the
remainder of this tolerant hardwood stand. The maple sugar operation is thought to have
been abandoned over 50 years ago, at which time management of its associated forest
ceased.

Figure 18. Old Quisibis sugar shack with old growth sugar woods (Photo credit: Ben Phillips).
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Geographic Position
The former sugar woods are located only a few kilometres from Quisibis Mountain in
the upper reaches of the Quisibis River watershed (Figure 19). It is in the Madawaska
Ecodistrict of the Central Uplands Ecoregion. The relatively flat plateau area is
approximately 330 metres in elevation and situated on the road leading to the mountain.
The site is moderately well drained and slopes slightly south. Access to the site can be gain
from the road at:
•

47°25'34.50"N, 68° 0'43.30"W

Figure 19. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).
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Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for protecting this site concerns the advanced age of the maple trees
growing here. Although many of the trees have rot columns, the trees had extremely
healthy crowns. This site appears to be one of, if not, the oldest tolerant hardwood stand in
the Madawaska Ecodistrict. When asked to provide a sugar maple site with trees over 200
years old, local DNR staff suggested this site as the oldest largest trees they knew of. This
site meets the following two criteria:
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.

Kintore Ridge Tolerant Hardwood
Site Description
This site is composed of uneven aged sugar maple, yellow birch, beech and red
spruce. The great majority of sugar maple trees have reached 200 years of age and a
handful of individuals are approaching or have exceeded 300 years of age. Yellow birch and
red spruce are varied in age but the older individuals can be up to 200 years old. Evidence of
decline in the beech community is apparent as there are remnants of large dead and
diseased beech trees. Aggressive beech regeneration is occurring through root sprouting
and some of the beech trees remain healthy. Unfortunately no ground level pictures exist of
the site but the Service New Brunswick orthophotograph offers an overhead view of the site
(Fig. 20).
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Kintore Ridge Tolerant
Hardwood Stand

Figure 20. Kintore Ridge overhead view of indentified site (Photo credit: Service New Brunswick).

Geographic Position
This is a well drained ridge top site found at an average elevation of 410 metres with
a northwestern aspect (Figure 21). The site is located in the Brighton Ecodistrict of the
Central Uplands Ecoregion. Overlooking Perth Andover and the Saint John River Valley, this
area is accessible by industrial logging road. The logging road can be entered where Blind
Gully Brook joins Muniac Stream on the Muniac Road. The site can be found along the
logging road at these coordinates:
•

46°42'28.39"N, 67°38'3.63"W
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Figure 21. Site map outlining proposed protected area in purple (Image courtesy: Map Source).

Relation to PNA Criteria
The rationale for protection at this site concerns the stand type and age class in
relation to other analogous forests in the area. In the Saint John River Valley surrounding
the towns of Perth Andover and Aroostook, extending up into the higher elevation hills
which line the valley, the old‐growth hardwood communities have suffered much recent
human disturbance. Very few mature and old‐growth tolerant hardwood stands now
remain. Knowledge gleaned from local residents of the Perth Andover area suggests high
prices paid by the Nackawic mill for tolerant hardwood species over the last decade or more
have resulted in high economic pressure to remove these forest communities from the
landscape. As a result, little remains of old‐growth tolerant hardwoods and this site on
crown land is slated to be cut next year according to other locals, while surrounding forests
have already been removed. The Kintore Ridge site was identified for us by experienced
DNR staff as the oldest representative of this forest community type left in the area. For
these reasons, this stand should be offered protection as the oldest remaining
representative Acadian Forest stand in the area. This site meets the following three criteria:
•
•
•

Forest of advanced age or that shows structural features characteristic of older
forests.
Forest stand types whose abundance has declined from historic levels.
Threatened ecosystems or community types.
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